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An elephant herd depends heavily on the knowledge and 
experience of the leader, who is an older female between 40 and 
60 years old.  During periods of drought she may be the only 
elephant in the herd who remembers the location of a distant 
water hole, where the richest food sources are and how to avoid 
hazards.  As the matriarch, she leads the herd in times of danger, 
deciding whether to threaten, attack or retreat. 
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Elephants greet each other with joyful trumpeting, vocal 
rumblings and ear-flapping.  They twist their trunks together in a 
kind of “hug” and clack their tusks together in celebration.  When 
threatened the herd forms a circle facing outward and the babies 
crowd into the center or stand beneath their mothers.  The sight 
and sound of a herd of angry, trumpeting elephants usually 
frightens off predators such as lions and wild dogs.  
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Terrifically strong and yet highly tactile and sensitive, an 
elephant’s trunk is more versatile than a human hand.  Baby 
elephants do not know how to use their trunks instinctively and 
have a lot to learn. With much practice and instruction from their 
mothers, they learn to eat and drink, mudsplash and dust, to lift 
and push objects, use branches and stones as tools, dig holes in the 
sand to find water, smell and vocalize or simply scratch an itch. 
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